GENERAL.   INFORMATION
CIS-COA	!-24
bytheDutch scientist Chri6iiaanHuygens(lC25-
95) The first watches were made In Nuremberg
shortly after 1600 The marine chronometer is
a high preci£"on timepiece u^ed at sea for giving
Greenwich mean tune The quartz crystal
clocks are accurate to one thousandth of a
second a day and the improved atomic clock
lecently developed at the British National
Physical Laboratory which makes use of the
natural vibrations of the caesium atom is said
to be an almost absolute measure of time (aecu
rate to 1 sec in 300 years le one part in
1010)
Cloisonne^ a kind of fine pottery with enamelled
surface decorated with elaborate designs the
outlines of which are formed by Email bands or
fillets of metal The Byzantines excelled in
this work but in the 20th cent Japan and China
led in CloisonnS ware.
Cloud chamber an apparatus invented by C T E
Wilson in which the tracks of atomic particles
can be made visible Just aa the vapour trails
tell of the *rack of an invisible aircraft high
up in the air so the vapour trails of an unseeable
particle can tell of its behaviour The rays
under investigation pass through a chamber
containing a gas f a air thoroughly cleansed of
dust supersatnrafc-d with water or alcohol
vapour As the particle passes through it
forms a track of tiny wa^er droplets which can
be photographed. After a long and honourable
history this wonderful instrument is now to
tually obsolete A later ingenious device for
tracking fast fundamental particles s the
Bubble chamber (g. v)
Clouds are formed by the ascent of moist air the
type depending on the way the air ascends and
the height at which condensation occurs
There are three mam classes (1) high clond
(above 20 000 ft)—cirrus (delicate and fibrous)
cirroetratus (thin white veil) and cinocumulus
(delicately nppled) consisting of ice crystals
(2) medium clond (above 7 000 ft)—altostratus
(dense, greyish veil) and altocumulus (broken
flattened cloudlets)—chiefly water particles
often supercooled (8) low clond (from near
ground to 7 000 ft)—cumulus (fan weather
broken dome topped) cumulonimbus (heavy
towering to great heights) stratocnmulus (layer
of globular masses or rolls) stratus (like fog but
off the ground) mmbostratus (low rainy clond)
The highest clouds of all and the rarest are
the noctflucent seen only on summer nights in
high latitudes They form at about 50 miles
above the earth and consist of ice-coated dust
from meteors
Clover plants of the Tnfohwm genus family
Legmwncsae with about 250 species These
are nitrogen using plants and include red
clover white clover alslke clover and crimson
clover They are of great importance In agri
culture because in a good pasture they supply
directly or indirectly most of the protein avail
able to the animals Seed of 'wild white
clover has been accepted since about 1939 as
the indispensable plant of good United Kingdom
grassland, largely through the efforts of pioneers
like D A Gilchrist (1859-1927)
Cloves are the dried flower buds of a species of
myrtle (Eugema caryoyhyllaia) grown princi
pally in Zanzibar and Madagascar
Coal Until recently the most important single
fuel has been coal It is a mineral of organic
origin, formed from the remains of vegetation
which over millions of years has changed to coal
by the effects of heat and pressure from over
lyingrook or water AH coal contains moisture
inflammable volatiles mineral impurities {some
of which remain as coal ash after the coal Is
burnt), and fixed carbon (the coke that is left
after the volatiles have been driven off) The
relative proportions vary—from Anthracite, a
hard coal containing the highest proportion of
toed carbon, to Lignite or brown coal which Is
little more than a hard peat World reserves
of bituminous coal have been estimated at
76 x 10" tons If one adds the reserves of
brown coal and lignite, this figure Is Increased by
about 15 per cent The proportion of the
reserves that could be economically recovered
varies from country to country and estimates
vary from 60 to 10O per cent of the reserves
The reserves are highly localised—over half
they were granted many privileges The offi
cial residence of the Lord Warden (Sir Bobert
Henries) is "Wanner Castle near Dover
Cistercians an order of mo-iks ind nuna taking
their names from. CJteaux near Dijon where
their first monastery was established in 1093
The order was noted for the severity of its rule
They were famous agriculturists The habit
te white with a black cowl or hood The order
declined, and in the 17th cent there was a
reform movement instituted by the Jft-appists
wjbo were sater organised into a separate oruer
Ditron a species of citrus (Citrus med«ca) related to
the lemon whose fruit has thick rind used jot
candied peeL
Uvil List is the annual sum payable to the
Sovereign to maintain the Boyal Household
and to uphold the dignity of the Crown, The
amount is granted by Parliament upon the
recommendation of a S sleet Committee and has
*o be settled afrtsh in the first six months of a
new reign The Civil Last of Qne»n Victoria
was £385 000 Edward VH and George V
£470 000 Edward VHI and George "VI
£410000 Elizabeth II £47oOOO The
annuities payable to members of the Royal
Eamfly do not form par*- of the Civil List but
are a charge on the Consolidated Fund
Queen Mother £70 000 Duke of Edinburgh
£40 000 Duke of Gloucester £35 000 Prin
cess Margaret £15 000 Prince Charles has hia
own income from the Duchy of Cornwall
(£220 000 a year) half of which he passes to the
Fxehectuer The other royal children will
receive state allowances when they are 21
Apart from the Civil list the Consolidated
rund grants and revenue from the Duchy of
f ornwall the official income of the monarchy
includes the sums which Parliament votes to
Government departments every jear and
revenue from the Duchy of Lancaster The
royal finances are being reviewed in 1971
Cleopatra's Needle on the Ihames Embankment is
o' the time of Tuthmosls III (1600-1450 u a )
The monohth had nothing to do with Cleopatra
as It only came to Alexandria after her death
It was ftnt erected at the Biblical On (Greek
Hehopous) sacred City of the Sun It was pre
sented to the British Government by Mehemet
Ali to 1819 but not brought to this country until
1878 Weight 180 tons height, 681 ft
EGltnate ib a generalised representation of the
day to day weather conditions throughout the
year the combination of aH weathers thu.
determining the climate of a place Averages
and extremes of temperature variation of
humidity duration of sunshine and cloud cover
amount of rainfall and frequency of snow frost
gales etc are amongst the data normally
in vestigated The interiors of great land masses
are characterised by large ranges of temperature
and low rainfall (continental climate) while
proximity to oceans has an ameliorating effect
with increase in rainfall (oceanic climate)
Presence of mountain ranges and lakes and
configuration generally produce local modlflca
turns of climate also apparent between the
centre and the outlying suburbs of a city
There is evidence that vast changes of climate
liave occurred during geological time Since
the mid 19tb cent most of the world has shown
a tendency to be warmer the rise hi annual
mean temperature is now over 1 C But this
trend now seems to be easing off Latitude
Introduces zones of climate e g tropical ram
subtropical steppe and desert temperate rain
and polar
Block, a device for measuring the passage of time
The earliest timekeeper was the shadow-clock
a primitive form of sundial used hi Ancient
Egypt about 1600 bc To find the time at
night tte water-dock or clepsydra was used
The sand glass dates from the 16th cent Ho
one knows when tie first mechanical clocks were
Invented, but it Is known that a complicated
mechanical clock driven by water and controlled
by a weighbridge escapement was bmlt in
BeMne fa 1080 The Dover dock in the
Science Museum la not the earliest surviving
dock in England, a? •«*» once believed, but
early 17th cent The Sauebory Oathedial clock
dates from 18B6 and that of Wells Cathedral
fram 1392. The pendulum clock was Invented

